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MICHIGAN JUNIOR CLASSICAL LEAGUE



MJCL now has a website! CHECK OUT MICHIGANJCL.ORG



MICHIGAN COLLEGES . CLASSICS TODAY



FIRST REFERENCE TO LONDON ARCHAEOLOGY



THE MISCONCEPTION OF HERCULES MYTHOLOGY



TAEDA



Prof. Johnson from Western Michigan University with some of his students.



Interview with Prof. Rand Johnson from Western Michigan University Save the date for the 67th MJCL Spring Conference! We hope to see you at East Kentwood High School on Saturday, April 29, 2017. The theme is "Omnis ars naturae imitato est!"



Don't forget to turn in your JCL dues by Dec. 1!
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A look into Western Michigan University's Classics department Ellie Janitz Mercy High School Secretary/Historian Salvete Omnes! This month, I had the privilege of interviewing Prof. Rand Johnson, an associate professor at Western Michigan University (WMU). I was able to learn several things about the Classics program at WMU and gain some insight from Professor Johnson himself. When I asked him what stood out most about WMU's program, he told me about the small, intimate size. Students are able to get plenty of attention from the professors, and they are able to see their growth throughout their time at WMU. Classics students at WMU have attended prestigious graduate schools, such as University of Pennsylvania and the University of California Los Angles. Professor Johnson told me about a new, popular course offering called "A Story of Latin." This course is primarily taught to students without a background in the Classics, and it focuses on Latin from Pagan Rome to the Christian Middle Ages. It also touches on the adoption of Latin in the modern day, such as in the Catholic Church, science, and law. I also asked Professor Johnson if he had some words for students looking to study the Classics in college, and he said, "All the reasons don't just go away when you go to college." If you can place into a higher level Latin or Greek course with all of your knowledge from high school, you can earn credit (saving you money and putting you one step closer to graduating). There are many more academic resources and career avenues for students today, according to Professor Johnson. Students can continue to grow in their love of the Classics with countless resources at their fingertips. Professor Johnson also told me about how students tend to think strictly professionally; instead of wanting to study a breadth of interests (something that graduate schools and employers like to see), students tend to just want to take what they need to graduate or get into graduate school. Professor Johnson explained how studying the Classics allows students to gain insights about other cultures and groups of people, which is invaluable in the professional world. In fact, many of Professor Johnson's students go on to become businessmen, doctors, linguists, and Latin teachers. Overall, Professor Johnson stressed the bright future of Classics students and how their learning doesn't have to end when they get their high school diploma.
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Michigan colleges or Ancient Greek city-states? Katherine Colleran Mercy High School TAEDA Editor Ever wonder if you would be a Spartan or Athenian in Ancient Greece? The answer may lay with your college preferences. The University of Michigan (U-M) and Michigan State University (MSU) football teams played off in their annual game on Oct. 29. Who did you cheer for? Like the Spartans of Ancient Greece, MSU is known for their excellence in athletics. Although the football team hasn't had its best year, they were ranked No. 3 in the nation at the start of the season. It is not surprising that the university's mascot is a Spartan warrior, affectionately called Sparty, who appears in many of their sporting and fundraising events. On the other hand, U-M is often recognized for their academic programs on a national level. The students' commitment to their schoolwork is similar to that of the Athenians in Ancient Greece. In addition, U-M students often enjoy the city that surrounds their campus, much like the city of Athens. Like Sparta, MSU's campus in East Lansing is more rural and is known for its thriving agricultural programs. No matter which team one chooses, all can agree that the rivalry between the two Big Ten schools nears that of Athens and Sparta.



Michigan State University's mascot is a Spartan warrior, which pays tribute to the city-state of Sparta. The University of Michigan's motto translates to "Arts, Knowledge, Truth," which shows the university's dedication to academics like the Athenians in Ancient Greece.
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Tablet with earliest reference to London discovered Andrew Biondo Brother Rice High School President A massive construction project in central London has resulted in a major archeological discovery. In May, 405 wax writing tablets along with evidence of more than 50 Roman buildings, and 15,000 other artifacts were found at the site, according to CNN. Ancient people made the tablets out of wood and then covered them with blackened beeswax. The writer would inscribe the message with a stylus in wax. Over time, the wax on all of these tablets disintegrated, however, the stylus would often scratch the wood underneath, leaving indentations for archeologists to decipher and read now. Among these wax tablets are the earliest known reference to London and the oldest written document found in Britain. On a tablet that has been dated between 65 A.D. and 80 A.D., the words “Londinio Mogontio” are inscribed, which mean “In London, to Mogontius.” This is the first known reference to London. The first handwritten text found in Britain is dated to January 8, 57 A.D. The tablet is from a merchant who discusses an ill-judged loan and gives advice on how to proceed. Translated into English, it reads, "They are boasting through the whole market that you have lent them money. Therefore, I ask you in your own interest not to appear shabby. . . you will not thus favor your own affairs." He also suggests to request 15 denarii. So far, 87 of the 405 tablets have been deciphered.



Photo credits: CNN



The tablet above is inscribed “Londinio Mogontio,” which is the earliest mention of London to date.



This is the oldest handwritten text found in Britain.
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The Misconception of Hercules Connor Matthews Detroit Country Day High School Parliamentarian Nowadays, the Percy Jackson series by Rick Riordan is the go-to source for Greek and Roman mythology facts, but it should be kept in mind that Riordan does change some facts in the original myths to fit his story. One such case is Heracles, also called Hercules, the hero of heroes. In the Percy Jackson series, Hercules is referenced as a cocky, arrogant false hero, who lied and cheated his ways through his achievements. In both book three, "The Titan’s Curse," and book eight, "The Mark of Athena," Hercules is portrayed as a spoiled brat who didn’t get everything he wanted, so he throws a fit every time something he doesn’t like is mentioned. Riordan may have attacked Hercules' reputation in order to place his own fictional heroes in a better light and make them seem more heroic. These plot tools are taken for fact by young impressionable readers, tearing down the heroic myth of Hercules. In Greek mythology, Hercules actually has a humble beginning. He is raised by his mother, and then by Chiron, the trainer of heroes. He is raised as a proper young man who respects others and defends those in need. However, Hercules did grow arrogant, and he began to think he was invincible. Hera, Hercules’ step-mother, saw this and grew enraged. Hera didn’t like the illegitimate son of her husband in the first place, and her hate for Hercules grew. She decided to curse him, enlarging his own emotions of arrogance. As he grew more arrogant, he grew more violent. One day at his home, he grew upset with his wife and killed her and his unborn child in a fit of rage. Hercules lost himself in grief when he came to his senses and saw her broken body. He grew depressed and let himself be placed in service of his cowardly cousin until he completed 12 tasks to repent for his actions. As Hercules completed his nearly impossible tasks, he learned to keep his head clear, and he didn't let his arrogance return. He became humble and kind, a hero to be respected. When he finally died, he ascended into the heavens, where Hera was the first to welcome him into the ranks of the immortals. Hercules was a flawed hero, but he ended his life as a hero who knew the true meaning of life, one who lived and loved as a human, learning from their mistakes. He wasn’t an invincible pillar of heroism, but he was a great hero, for owning up to his mistakes and atoning for them if for nothing else. He remains the greatest hero of Greek myth.
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Quid agitis? What great things is your JCL chapter doing? Each TAEDA issue will feature stories from around the state, so submit your stories to MJCL Chairperson Mrs. Lauren Marquard: [email protected]. Stories must be received by the third Friday of the month, in order to be published.



Nolite oblivisci: Register your chapter! Annual MJCL Chapter Dues are $1 per student, which pay for the TAEDA newsletter and other information. All dues must be received by Dec. 1. Send a check (made out to “Michigan Junior Classical League”) and a list of students to: Mr. Reed DeMarco Brother Rice High School 7101 Lahser Rd. Bloomfield Hills, MI 48301 Annual NJCL dues are $2 per student, which pay for the Torch newsletter and other information. All dues must be received by Dec. 1. A $10 penalty is assessed for dues received after December 1; a $20 penalty is assessed after April 1. Additionally, all JCL sponsors must be ACL members and pay annual ACL dues. Please send a separate check (made out to “National Junior Classical League”) and a list of students to NJCL directly. The form can be viewed on its website www.njcl.org.



MJCL Officers, 2016-2017 President: Andrew Biondo, Brother Rice HS TAEDA Editor: Katherine Colleran, Mercy HS Parliamentarian: Matthew Connors, Detroit Country Day HS Secretary/Historian: Ellie Janitz, Mercy HS MJCL Chairpersons, 2016-2017 Ms. Liz Brady, Detroit Country Day MS Mr. Reed DeMarco, Brother Rice HS Mrs. Lauren Marquard, Mercy HS
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